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INTERDISCIPLINARY RESIDENCY IN ART AND ECOLOGY

letter from the director
This summer we celebrate the third anniversary of the Interdisciplinary Residency in Art and Ecology at Guapamacátaro. We have
completed another remarkably successful year filled with artistic and educational achievements, thanks to the many efforts of our
staff and the generous support from individuals and organizations like you. Before I share a few highlights of the past twelve months,
I want to take this occasion to tell you a little bit about how the project was born.
It all began with a strong desire to reclaim my cultural heritage. As a Mexican artist living in New York City, I felt a deep need to
reconnect with the artistic traditions and people of my country. This desire, combined with a great concern over the actual socioeconomic and ecological situation in Mexico led me to return home and establish a presence at an almost abandoned family farm
in the state of Michoacán, where many generations before me had taken care of the land and people. I felt it was my turn to do the
same.
In Mexico, many rural zones like Guapamacátaro lack cultural and artistic opportunities. This phenomenon is due to a complex web
of factors such as the priority to fulfill basic needs, migration, globalization and ignorance from government officials. Nonetheless,
many of these regions have rich artisan and popular culture traditions that could be preserved, cultivated and pushed towards
contemporary expressions, reflecting and solidifying the identity of its people. Unfortunately, these expressions are stagnating
on a basic, purely commercial level, or disappearing entirely. Consequently, lack of cultural incentives contributes to severe social
problems such as alcoholism, violence, depression and learning disabilities. If self-expression was more widely fostered, selfesteem and empowerment would increase. Understanding and cooperation among community members could generate new
development alternatives. At the same time, many rural zones in México present a high level of ecologic degradation, due primarily
to poor education.
Trying to address these two problems, I founded the Interdisciplinary Residency in Art and Ecology, an annual program for artists,
scientists, educators and activists, aimed at fostering socially and ecologically conscious cultural development. Its conceptual and
artistic framework includes ecology in a broad sense, not limited to its common association with the preservation of the natural
environment. All components of the local ecosystem (human, natural and artificial) and their relationship to each other are subject
of inquiry, creativity and growth.

The program borrows its working structure from residencies available to artists worldwide, yet incorporates other disciplines (such as
design, architecture and science) and places emphasis on social and environmental activism. During intensive periods of two to four
weeks a year, a group of professionals from different parts of the world has the opportunity to develop one or several interrelated
projects with people from the local community. Each year the residency focuses on a specific theme or project related to current
ecological concerns. So far we’ve focused on place and community (2007), sustainable living (2008) and public space (2009). Next
year we’ll dig into migration, a very rich and complex topic.
Even though I chose an interdisciplinary model the majority of participants so far have been artists because this group has much
more time and schedule availability. Nonetheless, their work has incorporated design, architecture, and natural and social sciences
with great results. Participants include emerging and mid-career artists from a variety of disciplines, nationalities and esthetics, but all
have shared a common interest for site-specific, interdisciplinary work that somehow connects art and ecology. These connections
have manifested in the use of recycled materials for sculpture, installation and architectural projects; the activation of landscapes
with installation and performance projects; and the incorporation of ecological topics at the conceptual level of the works. Processes
and findings have engaged the local community through a variety of workshops and public events.
The response from local people from all ages has been outstanding; it really shows that the project is fulfilling a great need. I consider
that up until now we were at an initial stage of awakening and creating consciousness. A new and exiting stage lies ahead, one of
deepening through action. I hope you continue to come along with us!

Alicia Marván
Director

Artwork on cover: Alberto Díaz. “Naturaleza Artificial”, 2009. Paper and wire installation.
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highlights of the year
Sharing space and resources: water, land and craft

Water
During our 2007 residency, two interrelated ecological problems were identified in the area: A once thriving spring water reservoir
currently severely threatened by overgrown, non-native vegetation (tule and water lily); and the lack of sufficient water supply at
the hacienda. Initiatives were taken to address both issues. Bonds with local representatives were made to begin a comprehensive
plan for regeneration and sustainability of the systems. Thanks to further research done throughout 2008, we were able to identify
complex chain of factors leading up to the current situation and propose alternative solutions.
The overgrown tule at the springs used to be harvested for weaving baskets, wooden chairs and petate rugs; for which no longer
exists demand (most of these products are now made from plastic and imported from China). The spread of the plant is worsened
by clothes washing done right at the source of the springs as these plants thrive on detergents. Once, there was a balance between
plants, water, and people, turning an ecological problem into an opportunity. Appreciation for natural resources was more present
in peoples’ lives. Our mission is to bring that back through art and education.
Elizabeth Ross’s 2007 video engaged the water issue. In order to create consciousness she interviewed people in the valley, asking:
“What is water for you?” The response, coming from people of all ages, was almost always the same: “El agua es vida” (water is life).
Throughout 2008 and into 2009 we held several community meetings where the video was shown in order to remind ourselves, and
the community, of how plant resources were used. In effect, we were able to brainstorm about alternative uses.
Sadly, we found that very few people remain who know how to weave the tule. Because better-paying job opportunities are pursued
in larger cities or as illegal immigrants in the USA, young generations have no interest in learning the craft. Our hope lies in children,
yet with no market to buy the products, this might not be the best solution. An alternative use was proposed by Aimee Lee (2007
alumna), when she processed both tule and water lily to make hand-made paper. Though it was a great attempt and learning
experience, the plants proved to be too fibrous and hard to process. Currently we’re still exploring, experimenting and learning.
Concerning the water supply at the hacienda, this is due to its poorly planned hydraulic infrastructure. Ironically, Guapamacátaro
means “place surrounded by water”. Indeed, water feeds the hacienda many different ways: through piping and surface canals
coming directly from the springs; the Cachiví River, which surrounds the property; and a good amount of rainwater from May

Aimee Lee
Paper made from local plants, 2007.

through September. Between these three sources, we should have plenty of water year-round. The problem is how it’s managed
once it gets to the hacienda. The building dates from the mid-1800’s and has been remodeled several times, but between old
materials and low-budget repairs, the system fails to work properly. Apparently, one hundred years ago it was more functional. We
discovered remains of what used to be a hydraulics mill. This could be refurbished as a hydroelectric plant, a very exciting project!
One of our goals within the next five years is to obtain funding for implementing it with the help of a hydraulics engineer.
Through community outreach and coordination, the ultimate goal is to create a more sustainable network of people, technology
and resources. We have begun doing this by conducting a survey to identify people who utilize and manage the water from the
springs. Now that we have pinpointed water distribution areas and cycles, we just need a better storage system at the hacienda.
Instead of the two existing water tanks that get filled through piping every other day, we need to build a cistern that holds enough
water incoming from the springs by surface canals, as well as update the existing cleaning filter. These upgrades are also on our
funding wish list.

Land
What is public land? How does it differ from private land? What are the social and ecological implications of creating art in the public
realm? These and other questions were explored during our February 2009 residency through collaboration, experimentation, and
the creation of site-specific works around the hacienda grounds and in nearby towns.
Interestingly, land around the hacienda is both public and private at the same time, due to unclear legal ownership status. What
used to be private (legally some of it still is) was subdivided by the agricultural reform or taken over by squatters. Also, the farmers’
association (ejidatarios) manages land that is collectively owned but privately worked.
Shawn Landis (2009 alumn) became really interested in these murky boundaries between private and public. One of the works he
developed at the residency, Dirt Snowman, was a mud sculpture that squatted on squatted land. Legally, we were using our land,
but the squatters did not think so. It took him two weeks to finish and the day he completed it (placing a cowboy hat on top), the
sculpture was toppled over, clearly by someone. It made us aware of the vulnerability and temporality of artworks when the artist
opens it up for public intervention. The project also helped create a space for conversation amongst community members about
their land use rights.

Carla Bertone & Miguel Mitlag
“HUM”, 2009.
Installation/building.

Similarly, Bertone and Mitlag’s HUM, Habitación de Usos Múltiples (Multi-Purpose Room) played with the intersection between public
and private space. Their project used old furniture to create a freestanding dwelling unit that served as a public space inside the
privately owned hacienda grounds. They held workshops and events there, inviting the community to participate in the activities
of the residency. The success of the project had to do with the nature and placement of the construction, a much more friendly
invitation for low-income locals than the majestic hacienda house.
Another major achievement this year was the creation of a community garden. With local food production focused only on
strawberries, beans and corn, people’s diets lack nutrients, but the rich soil and abundant water allows for a larger variety of food to
be grown. Lorena Endara and Sara Worden (2009 alumni) shared their knowledge in community horticulture and permaculture. They
designed and built a low-maintenance garden that included carrots, green beans, tomatoes, squash and parsley. Compost was also
implemented, and local people of different ages were instructed about composting and organic gardening methods.

Craft
Fueled by the research done around the water reservoir and plant uses, we came in contact with one of the few tule artisans left in
the region, who taught us how to weave the plant to make chairs. This encounter sparked curiosity in the visiting artists to exchange
knowledge with other local artisans. Julia Mandle worked with embroiderers and piñata makers on a project related to global
warming, Shawn Landis incorporated adobe brick construction into his mud sculpture, Christina Kral worked with teenagers using
traditional paper cuttings as part of a video installation, and Lorena Endara shot a series of photographs of different artisans and
their crafts. The interactions and exchanges generated value and appreciation for the crafts and the people who make them, an
important factor in fostering cultural development.
The compiled knowledge was passed on back to the community through daily workshops for people of all ages. Subjects included
drawing, art appreciation, dance, theater, music, juggling, embroidering, tule weaving, English, and crafts with recycled materials.
Already, exposing the local people to these new activities is generating a great amount of confidence at the personal level, and
sparking creativity towards a more self-sufficient community.

Lorena Endara
“Hilario Bello”, 2009.
Photograph.

Lorena Endara
“Beatriz”, 2009.
Photograph.
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1 Together we are taking care of the valley’s comunal natural springs.
2 Site-specific land art projects mark public areas.
3 A girl helps out with the first planting at the community garden.
4 Artists exchange skills with local craftspeople.
5 The hacienda grounds are opened for kids to play.
6 We support and learn from one of the last chair makers in town.
7 Reinforcing community and teambuilding amongst children.

alumni

2006 : pilot project
Summer Davidson (SAN DIEGO, USA) : social sciences		
Blaire Dessent (NEW YORK, USA) : art history
Rosemary Fajarit (LOS ANGELES, USA) : performance			
www.marcosfernandes.com
Marcos Fernandes (SAN DIEGO, USA) : music
www.hansfjellestad.com
Hans Fjellestad (LOS ANGELES, USA) : music/film
www.damonholzborn.com
Damon Holzborn (NEW YORK, USA) : music
Amber Largent (SAN DIEGO, USA) : performance

2007 : place and community
Gaelyn Aguilar (NEW YORK, USA) : anthropology/film
Gustavo Aguilar (NEW YORK, USA) : music
Rebecca Bryant (SPRINGFIELD, USA) : performance
Hope Hall (NEW YORK, USA) : film
Aimee Lee (USA/KOREA) : visual arts
Don Nichols (SPRINGFIELD, USA) : music
Kristin Norderval (NEW YORK, USA) : music
Markus Shimizu (JAPAN/GERMANY ) : photography
Jill Sigman (NEW YORK, USA) : performance
Andrew West (LOS ANGELES, USA) : visual arts

www.gustavoaguilar.com
www.pmpd.org
www.hopehall.com
www.aimeelee.net
www.pmpd.org
www.norderval.org
www.markus-shimizu.com
www.thinkdance.org
www.cadmiumgreen.com

2008 : sustainable living
Marván Arquitectos (MEXICO) : architecture
Gerardo Osornio (MEXICO) : sustainable development

www.marvanarquitectos.com
www.alberguecantarranas-campamento.com

2009 : public space
Carla Bertone and Miguel Mitlag (ARGENTINA) : installation
Daniel Cristóbal (MEXICO) : sculpture
Alberto Diaz (ARGENTINA) : installation
Lorena Endara (PANAMA) : photography
Chris Galanis (CANADA) : music/installation
Christina Kral (GERMANY ) : visual arts/video
Shawn Landis (SEATTLE, USA) : sculpture
Julia Mandle (NEW YORK, USA) : performance
Paulina Ruiz Carballido (MEXICO) : dance
Sara Worden (NEW YORK, USA) : sustainable systems design

www.betodiaz.wordpress.com
www.lorenaendara.com
www.chrisgalanis.com
www.christinakral.net
www.sculpture.org
www.jmandleperformance.org
www.saraworden.blogspot.com

Jill Sigman
“Zsa-zsa Land”, 2007.
Site-specific performance.

Alberto Díaz
“Naturaleza Artificial”, 2009.
Masking tape installation on tree.

Sara Worden
“She Waits for Rain”, 2009.
Site-specific performance/installation.

Daniel Cristobal
“Consuelo”, 2009.
Knitted yarn installation on tree.

Alicia Marván is a visual and performance artist dedicated
to contemporary and experimental practices. She has
been involved in the creation of over 50 projects that
include original performance works and interdisciplinary
collaborations, many of which have received support from
cultural organizations and academic institutions in Mexico
and USA. She is also a curator, mentor and cultural promoter
in both countries.
Advisory Board
Alisa Cooper (USA)
Blaire Dessent (USA)
Marta Gargollo Orvañanos (MEXICO)
Fernando Marván Carmona (MEXICO)
Gerardo Osornio Correa (MEXICO)
Patricio Uribe (MEXICO)
Bonnie Wright (USA)
Julio Cesar Morales Torres (MEXICO)
History Consultant / Community Liason
Beatriz Domínguez (MEXICO)
Operations Manager
Francisco Domínguez (MEXICO)
Groundskeeper
Bertha Uribe (MEXICO)
Head Chef

partners

team

Alicia Marván (MEXICO/USA)
Residency Director
www.aliciamarvan.com

www.fundacionrivasmercado.org
The Rivas Mercado Foundation is a civil association
dedicated to promoting arts and culture amongst
low-income children and youth.
The Foundation’s name and mission follows the philantropic
example set by Antonio and Antonieta Rivas Mercado,
important cultural figures in Mexican history. They dedicated
their lives to the support and advancement of Mexican arts
and culture during the first decades of the twentieth century.
The Foundation’s goal is to provide the younger generations
with expressive outlets to increase their creative abilities and
resourcefullness to meet life’s challenges.

www.freedimensional.org
freeDimensional is a platform of collaboration linking
community art spaces to social justice movements
globally.
fD is first and foremost a network of community art spaces.
We understand that it is dynamic, creative individuals who
build and maintain these spaces. In that community art
spaces are local civil society spaces and therefore effective
access points for social action and change, fD seeks to
facilitate access for cultural programmers, community
members and creative individuals-in-general to engage
in social justice work from these local venues.

Julia Mandle
“Angelitos”, 2009.
Wearable sculpture, performance.
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